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THE BELL
Wedding
Gala
Sixteen celebrated pieces
for a perfect wedding
Selected and arranged for organ
by

John Norris

The sixteen items in this beautifully produced book include old favourites and a few
less usual pieces. I am doubtful about new versions of standard pieces such as
Wagner and Mendelssohn wedding marches unless they offer a new slant on earlier
publications, which fortunately these do to some extent. Apart from these two, there
are Purcell, Charpentier, Verdi, Handel, Bach/Gounod and Schubert.
You will also find more unusually The Call from Vaughan Williams’s Five Mystical
Songs, Promenade (Moussorgsky), Howells’s Chosen Tune (an arrangement from the
Three Violin Pieces Op.28), and pieces based on Sydney Carter’s Lord of the Dance
and One more step.
CMQ Magazine
Ref H449 £13.50
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Play
Baroque!
ADVENTURES IN EARLY MUSIC FOR MODERN CELLISTS
BY

Angela East
Cellist of the internationally acclaimed early-music
ensemble Red Priest, Angela East has written
Play Baroque! to introduce the fascinating
world of baroque style and technique to
players both young and adult who are
learning on the modern cello.
Ref H479 £11.95

)

Angela East studied with Derek Simpson, Christopher Bunting and André Navarra, and
as recitalist and continuo player has performed at the world’s leading venues including
Glyndebourne, La Scala and the Carnegie Hall, with conductors including Sir John Eliot
Gardiner and Sir Simon Rattle. Her highly praised recordings include the complete Bach
Cello Suites and Baroque Cello Illuminations, a collection of pedagogical classics by
Vivaldi, Eccles, Couperin, Sammartini and De Fesch. Her repertoire extends from music
for viols to the Kodály Sonata. When not playing and touring with Red Priest on its busy
concert schedule, she trains cello teachers and works with a wide range of her own pupils,
teaching both the cello and Alexander Technique.
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A CAMBRIDGE MASS
Having studied at the Royal College of Music from
1890 to 1892, the nineteen-year-old Ralph Vaughan
Williams was admitted to Trinity College,
Cambridge, in June 1892, and began his full period
of study in October of that year, just before his
twentieth birthday. He was studying for the Bachelor
of Music degree and also read History – a subject
chosen because the lectures at Cambridge did not
conflict with continuing to study with Parry at the
RCM. He emerged in June 1895 with a good second
class degree in the history tripos, a source of some
satisfaction to him, and in 1897 began work on his
exercise for the degree of Doctor of Music from Cambridge University. He finished the degree
work – what we now call A Cambridge Mass – in January 1899 and was duly awarded the
Doctorate in 1901. Despite refusing all honours except the Order of Merit in later years, he was
proud to be known as Dr Ralph Vaughan Williams from that date on.
Amazingly Ralph’s submitted opus lay undisturbed in the University Library for more than a
century. It was there in 2007 that Alan Tongue first set eyes on it and, galvanised by the 155
pages of autograph manuscript, resolved to obtain permission from The Vaughan Williams
Charitable Trust to undertake a transcription for performance in 2011 and for publication by
Stainer & Bell in the same year. The work is scored for SATB soloists, double chorus and
orchestra (Vocal Score Ref D99 £8.00; Study Score Ref D100 £21.00; Orchestral material Ref
HL399 Hire).
Just released on CD by Albion Records is the world première live recording of the performance
at the Fairfield Halls, Croydon, on 3rd March 2011. To achieve this, Alan Tongue called on the
New Queen’s Hall Orchestra and the Bach Choir – apt choices, not just because the choir and
the original Queen’s Hall Orchestra were key musical institutions in the young composer’s life,
but because the new orchestra’s raison d’être is to recreate the late 19th-century orchestral
sound that Vaughan Williams would have known.
Giving A Cambridge Mass a four-star rating in The
Telegraph, Ivan Hewett wrote that the work had
‘extraordinary moments. We should thank Tongue for his
labour of love, which has rescued a fascinating piece from
oblivion.’ Lasting around three quarters of an hour, it was
the largest of the composer’s pieces to predate A Sea
Symphony (Vocal Score Ref D47 £10.25). A second
performance of the work was given at Bath Abbey on 22nd
October 2011.
The USA première took place at the John M. Greene Hall
located on the Smith College Campus, Northampton,
Massachusetts, on 22nd January 2012. Receiving much
attention in the local media (the Arts section of the Daily
Hampshire Gazette devoted two pages to the event), the
performance was a resounding success. As Alan Tongue
wrote to S&B, ‘The Americans LOVED the piece.’
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‘IF ANYONE ASK YOU WHO I AM
TELL HIM I’M A CHILD OF GOD’
Taken by force from his African homeland,
herded like an animal on to a ship, set down in
a strange land, sold on an auction block,
separated from his family and given as a
possession to a white man, the black man
needed assurance of this message preached by
his leaders to retain any self respect. The
spirituals are, perhaps, the only authentic
record of how the black community thought,
felt and managed to survive.
The earliest spirituals were songs from Africa sung in African dialects. Later come songs in the
‘gombo’ language of Louisiana, a mixture of French, Indian and African. Spirituals today have
overlays of many other influences: 18th-century Scottish folk music through the distribution of
song books by Presbyterian ministers; the hymns of writers such as Isaac Watts and Charles
Wesley, which were first used to create waves of revivalism and then through the Civil War to
set the pattern of ‘verse and chorus’ based on their theology, vocabulary, metre, rhythm and
tunes. Words have come from hearing John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress to stories of great
19th-century Christians such as Abraham Lincoln, and General Hawley of the Union Army. But
underneath, they record a time when many blacks were not Christian at all. Some singers used
Christian language to talk about African rites and customs and their aspirations to freedom, with
considerable skill for double entendre and a hidden meaning; their theology also showed a
common tendency in ‘first-generation’ Christians to amalgamate their own religious rites,
customs and beliefs with the new dogma and ritual. Missionaries not only condoned this
duplicity but even created rituals to coincide with pagan festivals, the best example being the
timing of Christmas.
The spirituals are, then, the record of a
conversion process, of a people gradually
adopting the alien religion of Christianity,
interpreting it in the light of their previous
beliefs and customs, and welding it into a source
of strength that no earthly hardships could
destroy.
The thirty-two spirituals in this book can be
sung unaccompanied or with guitar or with the
simple keyboard accompaniment provided.
Optional parts added to some may be played by
any melody instrument using the treble clef.
Ostinati may be placed on pitched percussion
and any percussion may be added to point the
rhythms where stamping and clapping were
originally used. There are also some suggestions
for mime and part-singing.
June Boyce-Tillman

Ref B587 £7.00
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MUSIDOKU
COMPETITION

Since the first Musidoku competition appeared in the
Summer 2007 edition of The Bell, Antony Kearns has
produced two books of puzzles – Musidoku Opus 1
(Ref B897) and Musidoku Opus 2 (Ref B904) – both
priced at £4.50. Each book contains 44 puzzles.
Instructions
The only difference from a
normal Sudoku is that musical
symbols are used instead of the
usual numbers. The objective
of the game is to fill all the
blank squares in the grid with
the correct symbols. There are
three very simple constraints to
follow:
1. Every row of 9 must include
one of each symbol.
2. Every column of 9 must
include one of each symbol.
3. Every 3 by 3 subsection of
the 9 by 9 square must include
one of each symbol.
Symbols used:

Complete the form below with your name and address and send the whole of this page, or a
photocopy, to us at Victoria House by Friday 26th June 2015. Only one entry per person. The
first three correct entries drawn at random on Monday 29th June will each receive the DVD
‘Hinge and Bracket Gala Evenings’.
Send to:

Stainer & Bell Ltd, PO Box 110, Victoria House, 23 Gruneisen Road, London N3 1DZ
Name ……………………………………………………..……………………….………………
Address …………………………………………………………………..……………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………. Postcode …………………..….
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The British Isles is full of talented people whose love
is for building working miniatures – from locomotives and traction engines to aeroplanes and boats.
One might assume that you can take full-scale plans
and reduce them down to the size of the miniature
you wish to build. However, this is not the case.
Elements that are already small in 12 inches to the
foot will not work when reduced to 1 inch to the foot,
and great ingenuity is required to overcome this
problem. The reverse is also true as James May of
Top Gear fame discovered when he tried to scale up
an Airfix model Spitfire to its full size. Similarly, a
scaled-up Barbie doll would be incapable of standing.
The discipline of making miniatures extends to the
music world too and we are fortunate in having a
number of works in our catalogue by composers who
have produced some much-loved miniatures for
violin, cello and piano.
Frank Bridge, composer of such works as There is a
willow grows aslant a brook, A Prayer, The Sea and
the ever popular Spring Song for cello and piano (Ref
2196 £5.75), composed three sets of miniature trios
(Refs 2329 £8.75, 2330 £9.00 and 2331 £9.00).
Adam Carse, that great composer of works for
younger players, composed Carriage and Pair (Ref
H274 £6.80), Follow my Leader (Ref H275 £6.80),
Minuet (Ref H261 £6.80) and Rondino (Ref H262
£6.80), whilst Peter Martin followed in his wake with
Cakewalk (Ref H226 £6.80), Paso Doble (Ref H233
£6.80) and Rumba (Ref H234 £6.80).
The latest in our series of miniature trios is by
Christine Brown. Written to introduce players at an
elementary level to the joys of performing chamber
music, her Chandos Suite (Ref H440 £7.75) contains
four tuneful and varied movements – a soulful
Prelude, a mysterious Scherzo (using the whole tonescale), a soothing Serenade and a lively and
rhythmical Dance – which together last about six
minutes.
North London Society of Model Engineers
site at Colney Heath, Herts.
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DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE
After many years of study, writing a thesis and composing
(almost to the point of decomposing), it gives us very great
pleasure to announce that our Production Assistant of a number
of years’ standing, Richard Bullen, has finally been awarded a
doctorate (PhD) from the University of London.
Richard is well known on the contemporary music
scene, specialising in movement and involving others
besides musicians in the performance of his works.
His composition for unaccompanied SATB, The
Seven Arches, was published last year in our Choral
Now series. Please consult our website for details.

TILTING AT WINDMILLS

Don Quixote

The music in the three plays of Thomas Durfey
Originally published by Samuel Briscoe, London, 1694–1696

Thomas Durfey’s ambitious dramatisation of Cervantes’s Don Quixote
was issued as three separate plays. Parts 1 and 2, with a mixture of music
by Henry Purcell and John Eccles, were produced in May and July 1694 at
the theatre in Dorset Garden, despite ‘violent hot weather’. Both parts were
very successful. Part 3, however, was a failure. It had its première at Drury
Lane in November of 1695. With music by various composers it did,
nevertheless, include some fine music, notably Purcell’s ‘From rosy
bowers’.
While adorned with less lavish scenery, the Don Quixote trilogy was
obviously designed to emulate the so-called semi-operas, as the spoken
drama revolves round the numerous musical scenes. The first two parts
were probably intended as a cheap substitute for the annual spring
extravaganza – the last of which, The Fairy-Queen (May 1692), had put a
severe financial strain on the theatre company.
In this facsimile volume the music is reproduced from copies held by
Richard Macnutt, Robert Spencer, the Royal College of Music, the
Bodleian Library, Oxford, and Magdalene College, Cambridge. Parts 1 and
2 were printed using movable type, whilst the final part, issued in January
1696, was engraved on copper plates.
Curtis Price has written a very informative introduction to the plays and it
is fascinating to see the various methods and styles of reproduction used by
a music publisher in the seventeenth century.
Ref LA2 £41.50
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Frank Bridge was born in Brighton on 26th February
1879, and died in Eastbourne on 10th January 1941. He
belonged to the same generation as Bax and Ireland – an
unlucky generation who are only in recent years coming
out of a period of neglect that followed their deaths. It
was a handicap to follow immediately after the founding
fathers of the ‘English Renaissance’, Elgar, Delius and
Holst, but in Bridge’s case we have to take into account
the fact that his mature style was very radical, and the
English between the wars were musically conservative.
A pupil of Stanford, Bridge was a brilliant practical
musician, outstanding both as a string player and a
conductor, but as a composer he was handicapped at first
by Stanford’s Brahms-orientated style and by the
atmosphere of sentimental Victorian music that still
lingered when he was young. His earliest music shows
both these influences, and it was some time before he
found his own style. When he did, some time after 1910,
he began to write music of great technical refinement
and a sensuous quality unusual in an English composer.
To this period belong his suite The Sea and the Two Poems based on prose passages by Richard
Jefferies – works of rich colour and warm harmony. (Both works are available for hire.) He won
a prize at Bologna with his String Quartet in E minor (Ref AC6 £47.50), and his chamber music
is among the finest ever written by an Englishman.
After the First World War, Bridge’s style became increasingly radical. This was partly due to the
war itself. Bridge was a pacifist, like his great pupil Benjamin Britten, and the war hit him badly.
He became interested in the radical composers of Europe, and especially in Alban Berg. Public
sympathy gradually withdrew from him at a time when he was actually writing his best works.
He never relinquished his grip on tonality, and to the end his music has that indefinable air best
called Englishness, but his norm of dissonance became very high. He experimented with
polytonality and the actual tonal centre of some of his works (the slow movement of the Piano
Sonata (Ref 16291 £17.00) for instance) is hard to define, though present.
His songs follow the general pattern of his development. The shadow of the Victorian smokingroom concert hangs over some of the earliest of them, but the three with poems by Rabindranath
Tagore, included in this volume (Day after Day; Speak to me, my love!; Dweller in my Deathless
Dreams), were written in the early twenties, and although they lack the tension and dissonance
of the Piano Sonata, they have a sophistication of harmony and technique that links them with the
slightly later tone poem There is a willow grows aslant a brook (Hire Ref HL37).
The song Journey’s End is an excellent example of Bridge’s more radical style. Its harmony is
much more astringent than the colourful harmony of the Tagore songs, and the tension is greater.
Humbert Wolfe’s daunting poem was also set by Gustav Holst (Ref B030 £6.80) and it is
instructive to compare these two superb settings. Holst is coldly, curtly indifferent, even to the
chill final words ‘You are not called when journey’s done’. Bridge’s setting strains with
anguished protest; the harmony sounds as if it were pulling itself apart.
Four Songs for Voice and Piano by Frank Bridge
Ref B319 £6.50
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AT THE DEDICATION OF AN ORGAN
Voluntaries, anthems, chants,
Hymns of every metre:
Who shall say which instruments
Serve our purpose better?
Here the organ is our choice,
Versatile yet simple:
Dedicate it – and rejoice
God is in his temple.

What a joy it is to sing
When the Spirit moves us!
There’s no gift we cannot bring
To the God who loves us.
Every instrument is blest
If for him we use it;
When he asks of us our best,
How can we refuse it?

God is our tremendous theme,
Father, Son and Spirit;
He shall guard our faith in him,
Teach us how to share it.
Then in worship we shall find
Strength and consolation,
Greater love for humankind,
Depth of adoration.
Fred Pratt Green
© Stainer & Bell Ltd.
Reproduced from
The Hymns and Ballads of Fred Pratt Green

(Ref B612 £10.25)
The hymn was written at the request of Methodist Minister Bryan Spinney, for the
dedication of an organ at his Bristol church in 1981. Fred discovered in The Hymn-Book
of the Church of England in Canada (1938) an early tune by Arthur Sullivan, ST KEVIN,
which charmed him – and the organist concerned.
Music for the organ has always been an important
part of our catalogue and in the early years of the
company it was closely associated with Sir Charles
Villiers Stanford. He undertook the editing of an
influential collection of organ music, known as the
‘black and white’ from its distinctive cover design.
In the 1920s, the company published another series,
this time edited by Henry Ley.
From these two influential collections, Martin Ellis
has selected six works as representative of organ
music of the English Romantic School: W Battison
Haynes Scherzoso, Charles Wood Nunc Dimittis,
William H Harris Fantasy on the Tune ‘Babylon’s
Streams’, Sydney H Nicholson Impromptu No. 2 in
D, Harvey Grace Lament and Cyril B Rootham
‘Epinikion’ (Song of Victory).
Ref H455 £12.50
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Born in Dunfermline, Scotland, in 1835, Andrew Carnegie
emigrated to the United States when only thirteen, becoming a
millionaire through his establishment of the Carnegie Steel
Company.
Carnegie had a firm belief that the rich had a responsibility to
distribute their wealth for the benefit of society as a whole and
commenced a programme of funding schools, colleges and
other public buildings. He is probably best known for founding
over 2,800 libraries in Britain, the United States and elsewhere,
including one in his home town – opened in 1881.
Andrew was also a music lover and in 1890 gave his name to
the Carnegie Hall in New York. He purchased almost 8,000
organs for churches ‘to lessen the pain of the sermons’, and
through the United Kingdom Carnegie Trust, some 3,500
church organs were restored in the British Isles.

In 1895, Carnegie’s birthplace
was bought as a surprise 60th
birthday present to Andrew by
his wife Louise and then let out
to tenants. It, and the adjacent
Memorial Hall were formally
opened as a museum in 1925 and
now is ‘Dunfermline’s fastest
growing visitor experience.’

Two years before Carnegie’s death in 1919, the Trust
inaugurated a scheme to ‘encourage British composers
in the practice of their art’. This took the form of an
annual competition whereby composers of British
parentage and nationality were invited to submit their
original compositions which had never been published.
The composers whose works were chosen as ‘making
the most valuable contributions to the art of music’
would have the satisfaction of seeing their works in
print. And the publisher? Stainer & Bell.
The published works ranged from symphonies by Edgar
Bainton, Granville Bantock and Ralph Vaughan
Williams and operas by Thomas Dunhill, Cecil
Armstrong Gibbs, William H Harris and Charles Villiers
Stanford, to chamber music by George Dyson and
Andrew Carnegie
Herbert Howells and song cycles and choral works by
1835 – 1919
Ivor Gurney and Gustav Holst respectively. A number
of works remain in the repertoire, and include The Sea
by Frank Bridge, Hymn of Jesus by Gustav Holst, A London Symphony by Ralph Vaughan
Williams and Peter Warlock’s The Curlew. Others are due a revival. The opera The Immortal
Hour by Rutland Boughton, which still holds the world record for the greatest number of
consecutive performances of any serious piece written in England, has recently been revived
after years of neglect, albeit in a reduced form. (See next page.)
We have many of these works in our archives, but the majority of original scores, often signed
by the composer with inscriptions testifying to his or her gratitude to the Trust, are housed
within the Foyle Special Collections Library at King’s College, London.
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RUTLAND BOUGHTON’S THE IMMORTAL HOUR
GETS A BRAVE AND INTRIGUING REVIVAL
I am old enough to have learnt ‘How beautiful they are the lordly ones’
in class singing – the hit tune of Rutland Boughton’s ‘music-drama’,
The Immortal Hour, and surely one of the most seductively graceful
melodies of pre-First World War music. Now it has popped up again in
this intriguing revival, and I just can’t get the earworm out of my head.

Rutland Boughton

Boughton himself is a fascinating, if marginal, figure in our cultural
history. An autodidact from a working-class background in the
Midlands, he subscribed to the socialistic doctrines of Ruskin and
Morris alongside a Wagnerism which led him to establish a town-hall
festival of indigenous music-drama at Glastonbury, modestly inspired
by Bayreuth. It lasted from 1914 until 1926, focused on Boughton’s
own Arthurian creations.

The first festival saw the première, with piano accompaniment, of The Immortal Hour – a
Celtic Revival tale of misty faeryland written by William Sharp, in which the immortal Etain
is tricked by the shadowy Dalua into marrying the mortal Eochaidh, only to be reclaimed a
year later by her spirit lover Midir. (The early poems of W B Yeats are a point of reference.)
It soon became a runaway success, regularly performed all over Britain until the early Fifties,
by which time it had come to seem merely fey and dainty. But Vaughan Williams had called it
‘a work of genius’, and Shaw, Elgar and Beecham all lent support to Boughton’s dream of
building a temple theatre in Glastonbury – a project which perished after Boughton was
exposed as a crypto-communist, with free love tendencies to boot.
Boughton went forgotten to his grave in 1960, but his equally popular community opera,
Bethlehem, might have been at the back of Britten’s mind when he composed Noyes Fludde,
and The Immortal Hour has its significant place in the annals of English opera.
This brave, pocket-sized, pub-theatre revival, heavily cut and reduced in orchestration, is
tantalising. Perhaps because the youthful cast, directed by Benji Sperring, largely comes from
a musical theatre rather than operatic background, some Lloyd Webber-ish frissons emerge
from its lush, upfront idiom – but the choral writing is evidently very fine, and there’s more to
it than that one good tune.
There’s certainly enough here to whet one’s appetite for an
imaginatively staged, full-scale revival – perhaps at the Buxton
Festival?
Rupert Christiansen

Telegraph Media Group Limited

The Immortal Hour was performed at the Finborough Theatre,
Earls Court, London, between 10th & 26th August 2014.
The full score, vocal and orchestral material is available for hire
(Ref HL12). Faery Chorus for SATB and piano (Ref CL342) £2.30
and Faery Song (Ref SS9) £2.70 remain as popular as ever.
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Finborough Theatre

Dear Ladies . . .
Every now and then someone comes along,
who, through their enthusiasm, brings music of
a previous time to the attention of a new
generation. Robbie Williams introduced his
young followers to the songs of Frank Sinatra;
Ron Corp helped revive interest in Light Music
and composers such as Eric Coates and Haydn
Wood; and Dr Evadne Hinge and Dame
Hilda Bracket championed the works of ‘dear
Ivor’ (Novello), Noel Coward and Franz Lehár.
Dr Evadne (piano) and Dame Hilda (vocals)
packed theatres from the 1970s with Gala
Evenings. With their gentle humour (although
not quite as innocent as it might first appear),
together with their wide musical knowledge and
the extraordinary range of Dame Hilda, it was
easy to forget that they were men in drag.
The works of Gilbert and Sullivan featured
prominently in the concerts and in 2000 they
devoted a whole evening to G&S songs at the Buxton Opera House. However, Sir Arthur
composed much without W S Gilbert (who never received an honour) and wrote over 100
songs. The most famous is The Lost Chord – a great favourite of another Dame, Dame Clara
Butt. Of the song Clara said ‘There is something of the grandeur of Beethoven in it’.
Alan Borthwick and Robin Wilson aim to bring Sullivan’s songs to a greater public and have
chosen sixteen songs from this vast corpus to include in three books. Appropriately, the first
item in the first book is The Lost Chord. It is placed in the context of drawing-room ballads and
other types of song that show a broad range of feeling expressed by means of immaculate
craftsmanship.
The second book follows a similar pattern in which sentimental numbers are mixed with items
like the setting of Tennyson’s Tears, Idle Tears. Book 3 contains a marvellously robust version
of Sigh No More, Ladies, followed by two welcome settings of Scottish poets: County Guy by
Sir Walter Scott and Robert Burns’s Mary Morison.

The Songs of Arthur Sullivan
Book 1 (Ref B655); Book 2 (Ref B666); Book 3 (Ref B682) £6.80 each book
Hinge and Bracket lived at Stackton Tressel in
Suffolk – home too of STOATS (The Stackton
Tressel Operatic and Traumatic Society). For their
television series ‘Dear Ladies’, Great Budworth in
Cheshire stood in for the fictitious village. Dame
Hilda (Patrick Fyffe) died in 2002 and Dr Evadne
(George Logan) emigrated to France to run a
B&B. A few clips of their performances can be
found on YouTube.
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Stackton Tressel aka Great Budworth

MUSICA BRITANNICA
ENGLISH KEYBOARD MUSIC
c.1600–1625
The inception of Musica Britannica in 1951 was
announced with an edition of a mid-sixteenth-century keyboard source, The Mulliner Book. Subsequently the series
has included several volumes devoted to the music of the
so-called virginalists: in order of publication, Tomkins,
Bull, Gibbons, Giles and Richard Farnaby, Byrd and
Philips. Most of these volumes have now reached revised
second or third editions, and in the case of The Mulliner
Book (Ref MB1 £96.00), there has been a completely new,
sixtieth-anniversary edition by John Caldwell, with much
additional material. During the 28-year gap between the
Byrd and Philips editions, two other volumes, Elizabethan
Keyboard Music (Ref MB55 £90.00) and Tudor Keyboard
Music c.1520–1580 (Ref MB66 £91.00) were added to the
tally. In these, an attempt was made to gather up the
remaining repertoire from the years up to c.1600, apart
from that already included in (or planned for) Musica
Britannica or comparable editions such as Early English
Church Music (see catalogue T75).

Musica Britannica was founded in
1951 through a grant of £500 from
the Arts Council as part of the
Festival of Britain. The first volume
was dedicated to King George VI
and all subsequent volumes to Queen
Elizabeth II.

This volume, edited by Alan Brown, is one of two intended, in a similar way, to extend the
coverage of keyboard music in Musica Britannica into the first quarter of the seventeenth
century. (The other will include material from the two virginal books in the Fitzwilliam
Museum, Cambridge.) This volume contains music from other manuscripts, most of which
transmit music by Byrd or by other composers listed above; alongside that, there is a residue of
pieces of greatly diverse character, sufficient to enhance our wider view of English Renaissance
music. A handful of the items herein are by composers well known for their achievements in
other fields; a number of pieces have inscriptions to Byrd, Bull or Gibbons, mostly doubtful but
likely to be correct in at least one case; many are anonymous, among which a surprisingly large
proportion show a pleasing level of technical skill and musical interest.
Establishing the contents of this volume involved considerations of biography, dating of
sources, and musical style; also, decisions had to be made on the extent to which previously
published material should be accommodated. Undoubtedly, some of the pieces here will have
been composed, if not copied, before 1600, and others may post-date 1625 or even 1630. And
some items may already be familiar to players, having appeared in smaller, practical editions
from single sources or with a particular focus.
Ref MB96 £93.00

The Royal Festival Hall – cultural centre of the 1951 Festival of Britain
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Jean Baptiste Senaillé (1687–1730) was the
first French violinist to adopt the ideals of the
Italian school of playing. His pedigree for this
task was impeccable – his father, also Jean,
being one of the 24 Violons du Roi of Louis
XIV.
Senaillé the younger visited Italy from 1717 to
1719, and though precious few details of his
stay are recorded, we know from his subsequent reputation that his period there was a
profitable one.
To the French style, with its melodic grace,
virtuosic writing and frequent use of dance
rhythms, he brought the Italian conventions of
the baroque sonata, imitative counterpoint and
a melodically conceived continuo. String
players still treasure his music for its idiomatic
writing, suitable either for the violin or
transcribed, as here, for the lower register of
the viola.
The cover illustration of his Sonata in G minor (Ref H380 £6.50) shows Porte St Bernard, Paris,
with Notre-Dame and the Île Saint-Louis at the time of Senaillé, whilst the main typeface is
Croissant.
Although the croissant is thought to
be typically French, it would have
been unknown to Senaillé. It was
developed in France around 1838 by
an Austrian artillery officer, August
Zang, who opened the Boulangerie
Viennoise at 92 rue de Richelieu in
Paris. A version of the kipferl, the
croissant takes its name from its
shape, which is said to represent the
Islamic crescent or that on the flag of
the Ottoman Empire.

Boulangerie Viennoise. The bakery is on the left and
the tea salon on the right. Photographed in 1909.

Q: How do you make a violin sound like a viola?
A: Sit at the back and don’t play.
Q: What is the difference between a violin and a viola?
A: A viola burns longer.
Q: How do you stop your violin from being stolen?
A: Put it in a viola case.
Q: What is the difference between a trampoline and a viola?
A: You take your shoes off to jump on a trampoline.
Q: Why do so many people take an instant dislike to the viola?
A: It saves time.
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A GLOBAL INFLUENCE
The Globe Tavern was built in 1735 on the New Road (now
Marylebone Road) skirting north London. Patrons over the years
include Charles Dickens, who learned of his daughter Dora’s death
there after delivering a lecture. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle resided
nearby and would have been a frequent diner, and so, no doubt, was
Sherlock Holmes, who lived across the road at 221B Baker Street.
Located in what many would now consider to be near the centre of the Metropolis (Madame
Tussauds waxworks is almost opposite), the rooms above The Globe were the childhood home
of John Rutter.
Educated at Highgate School and Clare College, Cambridge, John is one of the foremost British
composers of the twentieth century, specialising in choral music. Most of John’s output is
published by Oxford University Press and is performed throughout the world, but he has made
arrangements of Sydney Carter’s Lord of the Dance (Ref W206 £2.80 – SATB and Piano, and
Ref W202 £2.80 – Unison with optional descant and Piano) which we are proud to publish.
Orchestral parts to accompany these arrangements are available for hire (Ref HL339).
This year John celebrates his seventieth birthday, and we join with his friends across the globe
in wishing him many happy returns.



Priority Order Form

Please hand this order form to your local sheet music shop. However, in case of
difficulty, orders may be placed direct, either by sending this form to Stainer & Bell
or by visiting our secure online ordering facility at www.stainer.co.uk
Composer/Author

Title

NB Please ensure that your name
and address overleaf are correct
and complete the rest of the form

Cat. No.

Price

If ordering direct, please add £3.00
for orders up to £24.99 and £5.00
for orders of £25 or more to cover
post and packing.
Post and packing for overseas customers
(including Eire) is charged at cost.
Please ask for a quotation.
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Qty

P+P
Total

Line Cost
£
p

CATALOGUE ORDER FORM
All our subject catalogues are available free of charge. Please tick the relevant boxes
and send the completed form to us at Victoria House, using the panel below
for your name and address.

T60
T61

Stainer & Bell Ltd
Choral Music
Catalogue

T62
T63
T64
T65
T66
T68
T69
T71
T74
T75
T108



Choral Music
Keyboard (piano, organ etc.)
and Study Books
Strings
Songs
Wind, Brass, J azz & Percussion
Music in Education
Rental Material
Religious Publications
Musica Britannica
Early Music
The Byrd Edition and
The English Madrigalists
Early English Church Music
Purcell Society Edition
Add my name to mailing list:

email: …………………………………..…....

Stainer & Bell Ltd
PO Box 110, Victoria House,
23 Gruneisen Road, London N3 1DZ England
*Delete as applicable

*I enclose my cheque for £ ............................... made payable to Stainer & Bell Ltd
*I wish to pay by Visa/Mastercard/Maestro/Solo/Visa Delta
Card No. ................................................................................
Daytime telephone number (in case of query) ………………………………………………………..
Expiry date ........./..........

Maestro/Solo Card Issue No./Valid from ...............

Signature .....................................................

Date ........................ ...................

Name ……………………………………………………………………….………………….…
Address …………………………………………………………………………………….…….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………….… Postcode ………………………………………
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